INTERNSHIP OFFER
INTERN (3 to 5 months) - International Business Development
Position
Sales support at the International Business Development Department
Company
Location
Activity
Starting

BIOROCK® SARL
Luxembourg
Environmental Technologies
ASAP (To be discussed)
About BIOROCK®

The company
Founded in 1988, BIOROCK is a company known for its expertise in the treatment of
domestic wastewater. It has a global vision of the business - from the development of
its products internally to the expansion of its international sales network. Over the past
25 years, BIOROCK has implemented successful projects worldwide.
The range of certified solutions for sewerage treatment can be used not only to treat
wastewater from an individual dwelling, but also for groups of houses, restaurants,
hotels, campsites, institutions (schools, halls, etc.),commercial offices and apartment
blocks.
Our team
The BIOROCK team of experts consists of professionals passionate about their work
and the environmental challenges of protecting water.
The energy of our researchers ensures the development of new treatment concepts,
tested in a ‘live’ environment in collaboration with a national research center.
Our Research and Development Department is equipped with the best and most up to
date design software programs and is able to design the best tanks, mastering the
variables of material strengths, resistance to ground and water pressures, geometry,
and wall thicknesses.
Our mission
BIOROCK mission is to provide economic and ecological solutions to sewage
treatment problems, offering the best service and quality products to our customers.
The BIOROCK systems discharge purified effluent of exceptional quality, much higher
than the national standards, allowing in most cases immediate release to surface
waters such as rivers and ponds, subject of course to local and national regulations in
each country.

Missions
You will be based in Luxembourg, working within the International Sates Team. Your
daily tasks will be to identify the best strategy to enter the Polish market and new
Central European markets more generally. This includes:
- Contacting potential partners from our database,
- Identifying and contacting new potential partners in Poland and Central European
markets
- Documenting and updating your database
- Increasing our online brands visibility on these markets (SEO – web translations)
- Possibly organizing training sessions at our factory and/or visiting highest potential
contacts.

Your profile
-

-

-

- You are student in a Bachelor's degree specialized in Business and Management
- Autonomy, flexibility and the ability to work in teams;
- Very good communication and social skills;
- Good command of Microsoft Office (Excel, Word, PowerPoint);
- Excellent command of written and verbal communication of Polish (mother tongue)
and English (fluent) is mandatory. Any additional Central-European language is a
strong asset (Czech, Hungarian, Slovenian...)
- Able to work autonomously and creative
- Driving license is preferred as our company is based outside the city (10 min drive)
with limited bus service.

We offer
-

- Monthly financial compensation
- An international working environment
- Pleasant working conditions in a family-run, medium-size company.

Contact
Interested in this internship position? Please send your CV to Mr. Fabian Belin
BIOROCK SARL
Fabian Belin
5, Rue Bommel
L4940 Bascharage
Luxembourg
+352 691 261869
fabian.belin@biorock.com

